UNUSUAL DISSEMINATION PATTERNS OF LOW-GRADE ASTROCYTOMAS IN CHILDHOOD
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Abstract – Context: Low-grade astrocytomas are intracerebral lesions of relatively high frequency in the under-18 pediatric population. They often present indolent behaviour, and complete surgical resection is the choice treatment. In cases where the surgery is not possible, chemotherapy and radiotherapy may be used. Medical reports do not recommend examination of the spinal cord at diagnosis or during treatment, since the risk of dissemination of the lesion to the spine is minimal according to medical experience. We describe here four cases of children with low-grade astrocytoma with aggressive dissemination to the neuroaxis.
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Combined different factors have contributed to higher survival rates among patients with low-grade astrocytomas (LGA). Tumor anatomical site, growth rate and invasiveness, along with more accurate histological diagnosis, have lead oncologists and neurosurgeons to properly tailor therapeutic approaches in each case. A growing number of individuals survive LGA. Despite tumor surgical resection cannot be always achieved, many children may live for long periods of time while bearing glial brain lesions. During somatic growth of affected children, tumour cells mutations may occur. A variety of poorly understood factors are possibly involved in dissemination or progression of low- to high-grade astrocytoma (HGA), and there are no available data in medical literature that estimate the frequency of these situations. Paucity of figures might be due to short follow-up of patients, until their adulthood, in recently created Pediatric Oncology Units.

We describe and comment four cases of LGA patients with unexpected tumor dissemination through the entire neuroaxis. No one of the patients had a genetic syndrome.

CASES
Case 1
A 5 years old boy, with a brainstem tumor, with characteristics suggestive of pilocytic astrocytoma (Fig 1). No surgery was done because the risk of surgical procedure in this anatomic region of brain. Seven months after local radiotherapy with 54 Gy doses, and under oral treatment with 150 mg/m²/day temozolomide for 5 days/cycle, he developed extensive intraspinal tumor, from the first cervical to the first sacral vertebrae (Fig 2). The patient died one month after diagnosis of the dissemination process.

Case 2
A 16 years old boy, presenting with primary brain stem tumor with image results suggestive of pilocytic LGA (Fig 3). The patient...
received 54 Gy radiotherapy and cycles of 150 mg/m²/day temozolomide for 5 days every 28 days. Neuroaxis dissemination was observed after 10 cycles of the drug (Fig 4), and the patient died five days later after the diagnosis of dissemination.

**Case 3**

A 5 years old boy, with a pilocytic astrocytoma in the C1-C2 transition diagnosed at age 8 months by biopsy (Fig 5). The patient was submitted at diagnosis to local 45 Gy radiotherapy and to six cycles of chemotherapy (300 mg/m²/day carboplatin at D1 and 150 mg/m²/day etoposide at D1-D3 of each cycle). The residual lesion was stable for 7 years, when the patient started with lower back pain. Medical examination showed tumor cells in the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and neuroaxis dissemination (Fig 6). Weekly administration of 175 mg/m²/day carboplatin and 1.5 mg/m²/day vincristine was started and recent evaluation, nine months after beginning of treatment, showed no tumor cells in CSF, as well as clinical and radiological improvement with partial response of the spinal lesions. Different of the cases 1 and 2, we have used carboplatin and vincristine in this patient because temozolamide was not available in Brazil on the time of the treatment.
Case 4

A 6 years old boy, presented with a diffuse astrocytoma of the thalamus confirmed by stereotaxic biopsy (Fig 7), developed paraplegia immediately after a neurosurgery for correction of an external ventricular derivation. MRI investigation of the spinal cord showed extensive dissemination to the neuroaxis (Fig 8). The patient died 36 hours after surgery presenting a seizures of difficult medical control.

DISCUSSION

Brain gliomas with leptomeningeal dissemination, found in association with almost all LGA subtypes, are currently more frequent among patients of Pediatric Oncology Units. It is estimated that only 5% to 10% of LGA may disseminate to leptomeninges, much more frequently at the time of progression than at diagnosis1.

There are three possible outcomes for patients with residual intracerebral LGA. The lesion may remain unchanged, may progress to a high-grade tumor or, more rarely, may disseminate to the entire central nervous system. Although LGA seem indolent tumors, they are not benign and may occasionally become fatal. Besides infiltrating adjacent structures, the cells may acquire ge-
nomic mutations that induce their anaplastic progression to high-grade astrocytomas. It has been suggested that around 50% to 70% of these tumors constitute high-grade lesions when dissemination occurs\textsuperscript{2,4}. Anaplastic astrocytomas and multiforme glioblastomas are considered by the World Health Organization (WHO) as grade III and IV lesions, respectively. They can have a de novo origin, i.e. may originate from normal brain tissues, or originate from a residual brain lesion, often a LGA. In this case, diffuse astrocytomas are more frequently involved than pilocytic astrocytomas, WHO grade II and I lesions, respectively.

The probability of dissemination of a LGA to the spinal cord is so low that the medical literature does not recommend routine investigation of this anatomical site by MRI or even CSF collection at diagnosis. There are few reports of patients who had LGA in childhood and later presented dissemination to the entire neuroaxis. In cases 1 and 2, for instance, we would not have expected primary low-grade tumors of the brainstem to disseminate to the spinal cord. It is possible that administration of oral temozolamide in these two cases influenced the dissemination process, since prolonged used of the drug increases survival of the patient, interfering with the natural history of the disease\textsuperscript{5}.

Tarnars et al. described the case of a 5-year old boy presenting with pontine glioma, in which leptomeningeal metastases were already present at diagnosis but were not detected by the radiological and cytological initial examinations\textsuperscript{6}. Initial image examination of cases 1 and 2 suggested pilocytic astrocytomas, but unfortunately histological confirmation was not possible, due to the anatomical risk of sampling the brainstem. There are few information about the incidence and biological behavior of supratentorial pilocytic astrocytomas in children\textsuperscript{7}. Prognosis is in general highly favorable, with a 95% probability of survival in five years. The rare cases of leptomeningeal dissemination reported presented unfavorable outcome\textsuperscript{8}. Recent studies have identified some of the factors which can predispose to leptomeningeal dissemination of pilocytic astrocytomas. These factors include location of the tumor in the region of the optic chiasm – hypothalamus, and/or the presence of type 1 neurofibromatosis syndrome, and/or biopsy or partial resection of the tumor\textsuperscript{8}.

Dissemination may also be part of the natural history of the tumor in case it is not treated\textsuperscript{9}. Case 3 was really unexpected. Dissemination of a pilocytic astrocytoma which had been latent for 7 years to the spinal cord has been rarely described. Clinical and radiological responses followed by CSF remission are also original findings in the medical literature.

There are only five reports of leptomeningeal dissemination of pilocytic astrocytomas at diagnosis. Figueiredo et al. have recently described two cases\textsuperscript{9}. Zorlu et al. described the case of a 4-year old girl with signs of leptomeningeal dissemination consequent to subtotal resection of a pilocytic cerebellar astrocytoma\textsuperscript{9}. A case similar to ours was reported by Mishima et al., involving a 6-year old boy with totally removed pilocytic cerebellar astrocytoma and receiving 30 Gy radiotherapy. Six years after the initial surgery, leptomeningeal dissemination (multiple nodules, tumor masses but no evidence of cerebellar recurrence) was observed. Cytological examination of CSF was negative. After biopsy, histological analysis showed that the disseminated tumor was identical to the original tumor\textsuperscript{9}. Other two cases of pilocytic hypothalamic astrocytomas were described by Buschmann et al. The patients presented with leptomeningeal dissemination synchronous with the tumor\textsuperscript{9}.

Case 4 of the present work describes a patient with diffuse astrocytoma of the thalamus, with extensive leptomeningeal dissemination at initial diagnosis which was accidentally found. Leptomeningeal dissemination of LGA is so rare that no treatment protocol for the situation is currently under evaluation. The ideal treatment is still under discussion\textsuperscript{12,13}, but it has been suggested that chemotherapy instead of radiotherapy should be initially used\textsuperscript{9}.

Dissemination of low-grade glial lesions to leptomeningeals, at diagnosis or during tumor progression, has been observed with increased frequency, possibly because of a modification of the natural history of the tumor or due to more efficient clinical observation and image examination. These findings suggest that all patients with low-grade gliomas, particularly with lesions near the hypothalamus and/or brainstem, should be more carefully examined. These results may contribute to the understanding of the biological behavior of these tumors and to possibly modify the diagnostic investigation and therapeutic approach.

In conclusion, leptomeningeal dissemination of LGA is unusual, but has been reported with increased frequency at the diagnosis of the primary cerebral tumor, suggesting that all patients with low-grade gliomas, and particularly those with lesions near the hypothalamus and brain stem, should be submitted to careful examination of the lesions with image techniques.
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